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J. Ducros, J.S.C., Chairman
Lieutenant-Colonel A.D. Gauthier, Commissioner
P. Jutras, Commissioner

Montreal, July 13, 1973

COMMISSIONER OF PENITENTIARIES,
OTTAWA, ONTARIO

Sir,
In accordance with the mandate you assigned to us on May 17, 1973 we wish to submit our
preliminary report of the injury we have conducted on the May 13 1973 escape of five (5) inmates from
the Correctional Development Centre in the penitentiary complex in the City of Laval, Province of Quebec.

THE MANDATE
The mandate assigned to the Commission under the provisions of Section 12 of the Penitentiary Act,
1970 R.S.C. Vol VI, chap. P-6, is as follows:—
"IN THE MATTER OF THE Penitentiary Act
AND
IN THE MATTER OF escapes of inmates
from Cowansville Institution during
April, 1973 and the Correctional
Development Centre on the 13th day
of May, 1973

Commission of Inquiry

WHEREAS it is provided by Section 120f the Penitentiary Act that the Commissioner of Penitentiaries may appoint
a person to investigate and report upon any matter affecting the operation of the Canadian Penitentiary Service;
AND WHEREAS 5 inmates escaped from the institution known as The Correctional Development Centre in the
Province of Quebec on the 13th day of May, 1973;
AND WHEREAS it is desirable that the escapes and all the circumstances surrounding them should be inquired
into.
THEREFORE I, Paul A. Faguy, Commissioner of Penitentiaries, do hereby appoint Justice Jacques Ducros, of the
Quebec Superior Court, and Lieutenant-Colonel A.D. Gauthier, of the Canadian Armed Forces, and Pierre Jutras, Director,
Drumheller Institution, under the general direction of Justice Ducros to inquire into and report upon the escapes on and
subsequent to the 13th day of April, 1973 from the penitentiary situated at Cowansville in the Province of Quebec, and the
escapes that occurred on the 13th day of May, 1973 from the institution known as the "Correctional Development Centre"
in the Province of Quebec, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing to investigate and report on:—
(a)

the manner in which the escapes occurred and the means used to escape;

(b)

the identity of those persons who instigated the escapes;

(c)

whether such escapes were effected with the collusion or assistance from any persons, and if so, the identity of
those persons;
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(d)

the extent and nature of the planning for the escapes;

(e)

whether there was any prior knowledge of the intention and the plans to escape on the part of any person in
the employ of the Canadian Penitentiary Service;

(f)

whether all reasonable steps were taken to prevent such escapes or to effect the capture of the escapees when
the fact of the escapes became known;

(g)

whether existing security procedures and facilities in these institutions are adequate and the extent to which
such procedures and facilities were employed;

(h)

what additional security procedures and facilities, if any, may reasonably be adopted to minimize the risk of
escape in the future from these institutions or from any other institution under the management and control of
Canadian Penitentiary Service within the Province of Quebec;

(i)

whether security communications between the Quebec Region of the Canadian Penitentiary Service and the
Office of the Commissioner of Penitentiaries can be improved, and if so, by what measures.

AND I DO DIRECT THAT the Commission of Inquiry submit a preliminary report on thé escapes from the
institution known as the Correctional Development Centre first; subsequently, on the escapes from the institution at
Cowansville; and finally, on all other matter relating to institutional security within the Quebec Region.
AND I DO FURTHER DIRECT THAT the reports required hereby shall be completed as expeditiously as possible.
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND at the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, this 14th day of May, A.D., 1973.

(Signed) PAUL FAGUY
COMMISSIONER OF PENITENTIARIES"
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THE INQUIRY
The undersigned commimioners were officially appointed on 17 May 1973 at a meeting in Ottawa
with the Solicitor General of Canada, the Deputy Solicitor General and the Commissioner of Penitentiaries. On the same day, the Commissioners held a preliminary meeting to establish the outline of the
inquiry to be conducted in accordance with the provisions of Part II of the Inquiries Act, 1970, R.S.C.
Vol IV, chap 1-13.
In view of its mandate, the Commission decided to proceed in three phases. This present report,
therefore, only deals with the escape of 13 May, 1973 from the Correctional Development Centre (Quebec)
or CDC.
The Commission officially began its task on 21 May, 1973 by examining numerous documents and
reports submitted by the Commissioner of Penitentiaries, officials of the Regional Headquarters of the
Canadian Penitentiary Service and officials of the CDC.
The Commissioners wish to emphasize the excellent cooperation received from all representatives of
the Canadian Penitentiary Service and members of the Quebec Police Force without which this first part of
this inquiry could flot have been completed as rapidly.
Two visits were then made to the CDC by the Commissioners accompanied by Mr. Bernard Roy,
Counsel to the Commission and Mr. Richard Gervais, Executive Secretary. These visits occurred on
Wednesday 23 and Sunday 27 of May, 1973. During these visits the Commissioners gathered additional
documents considered pertinent, examined the scene of the escape, and informally interviewed both
correctional officers on duty and senior officers of the institution. The Commissioners had photographs
taken of scenes deemed pertinent. These photographs were subsequently identified and filed as exhibits by
witnesses testifying under oath.
THE HEARINGS
The Commission established its offices at the Court House in Montreal where it conducted its work as
well as most of its hearings except those of the inmates. The latter were heard in the gymnasium of the CDC
on June 6, 1973 and the two recaptured escapees, Mercier and Gingras, were heard in a court in the Quebec
Department of Justice Building on 20 June, 1973. Lastly, two other inmates were interviewed at their
request on 26 June, 1973 at the Temporary Maximum Security Unit in the former St.Vincent de Paul
Penitentiary.
In view of confidential aspects of this inquiry and in order not to hamper police efforts to recapture
two of the escapees then still at large (Mercier and Gingras) the Commission chose to hold its hearings in
camera and with all witnesses under oath. At the writing of this report all escapees had been recaptured by
Quebec police forces.
The Chairman of the Commission informed all witnesses of their right to be represented by counsel.
They were also informed that, if they so desired, they would be given the protection afforded by Section
5 of the Canada Evidence Act, 1970 R.S.C., Vol III, chap. E-10. Several witnesses in fact requested and
received this protection.
The majority of witnesses heard were represented by attorney; these included correctional o ff icers
and personnel of the CDC, the Assistant Director (Security) and the Director. The Canadian Penitentiary
Service was also represented by attorney. One of the four inmates heard at the CDC on June 6 as well as
both recaptured escapees Mercier and Gingras heard on June 20 at the Quebec Department of Justice
Building also chose to be assisted by counsel.
Mr. Jean-Paul Levesque, Vice-President of the Solicitor General Component of the Public Service
Alliance of Canada attended the hearing of the majority of witnesses in order to assist the counsel for the
correctional officers.
The inquiry proper was conducted on the following dates and at the locations listed:
(a) Court House, Montreal: 30 and 31 May, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 11 June;

(b) CDC, Laval: 6 June;
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(c) Quebec Department of Justice Building, Montreal: 20 June.
All witnesses were heard under oath and their testimony was taken down in stenography before the
Commission. Five (5) of these witnesses were recalled.

THE ESCAPEES
As will be described later in the report, the escape was completed at approximately 12:45 hrs, 13
May 1973. We believe that it is appropriate to give a brief description of the personality of each of the five
escapees.

ROBERT IMBEAULT

eV

lif

Born on 23 December 1948, his first sentences, dating back to June 1967 when he was eighteen (18)
years of age, were given for attempted theft and breaking and entering with intent to commit a criminal act.
Paroled in July 1968, ten months before the expiration of the sentences which had been imposed
upon him, he was reincarcerated for failing to abide by parole conditions.
In 1969, he is condemned to five concurrent sentences of four (4) years of penitentiary and to a
consecutive sentence of six months for auto theft, theft, receiving, disguise with intent, conspiracy, and
robbery.
Three months after this sentencing, he escapes on 30 October 1969 and is recaptured on 26

November 1969.
On 12 January 1970, he is sentenced for escape and prison breach, possession of an offensive weapon,
receiving, and causing bodily harm with intent. These sentences totalling seven (7) years of penitentiary in
addition, of course, to the remainder of former sentences.
On 21 August 1972, lmbeault escapes again, this time from the CDC, then known by the name of
Special Correctional Unit. Once recaptured, he is again sentenced in February 1973 for this escape to one
(1) year of penitentiary consecutive to the sentences previously mentioned.
His file therefore clearly shows that he is an incorrigible who was on his third escape on 13 May 1973.

ANDRÉ OUELLETTE

D/

Born on 18 August 1939, he is sentenced on 25 May 1960 to two concurrent sentences of five (5)
years of penitentiary for assault with intent to commit robbery, and armed robbery. He was not yet
twenty-one years old.
With his sentence due to expire on 25 January 1965, he is paroled on 15 December 1961.
In 1964, while still on parole, he is sentenced for possession of an unregistered fire-arm, receiving of
stolen goods, and armed robbery to a total of ten (10) years of penitentiary in addition to the remainder of
his sentence of 25 May 1960.
On 9 April 1970, he escapes for the first time and is captured on 3 August 1970.
On 2 April 1971, he is sentenced to an additional period of one (1) year of penitentiary for escape
and two (2) years of penitentiary for possession of a fire-arm.
On 21 August 1972, he escapes again from the CDC.
On recapture, he is sentenced on 1 December 1972 to two (2) years of penitentiary for being illegally
at large and to five (5) years of penitentiary for possession of an offensive weapon; these two sentences to
be served consecutive to the other sentences previously given.
Once again, it is evident that he is also an incorrigible who was on his third escape on 13 May 1973.
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MICHEL LAFLEUR

G/i

Born on 7 November 1949, his first sentences for two counts of auto theft date back to 1966 when
he was sixteen (16) years old.
On 10 June 1967, he is sentenced to four concurrent terms of two (2) years of penitentiary for two
counts of theft, one attempted theft, and for personation.
He is paroled on 18 November 1968, before the expiration of his sentences.
In 1969, he is sentenced to concurrent terms of penitentiary totalling six (6) years for failing to
comply with parole conditions, theft, disguise with intent, conspiracy, and armed robbery.
On 27 April 1971, he is again sentenced to concurrent terms the longest being twelve (12) years of
penitentiary, for auto theft, disguise with intent, conspiracy, and assault with intent to commit robbery.
Four months later, that is to say, 30 April 1971, he escapes for the first time from the penitentiary
and is recaptured on 10 September 1971.
On 7 April 1972, he is sentenced to twenty-eight (28) years of penitentiary for possession of weapon,
conspiracy, and armed robbery.
Four months after these sentences he escapes again, this time from the CDC, on 21 August 1972.
Once recaptured he is sentenced on 1 December 1972 to seven (7) years of penitentiary for escape
and possession of a weapon; this term to be served consecutively to his other sentences.
Once again, it is evident that he too is an incorrigible being on his third escape 13 May 1973, less than

6 months after the passing of his last sentence.
GILLES GINGRAS .5-4/17/4i
Born on 21 August 1946, he is found guilty in 1967 of attempted robbery, two counts of breaking
and entering and theft, and for receiving.
In 1969, he is again found guilty of receiving s-tolen goods and of four counts of using false
documents.
Subsequent to a first escape, he is sentenced on 5 January 1970 to two (2) years of penitentiary for
prison breach.
In February and March of 1970, he is again found guilty of breaking and entering and theft, disguise
with intent, and armed robbery for which he is condemned and sentenced to four (4) years of penitentiary.
On 5 February 1971, he is found guilty of possession of a prohibited weapon, four counts of
conspiracy, two counts of assault with intent to wound and for armed robbery. He is then sentenced to a
total of twelve (12) years of penitentiary.
On 19 May 1971, he is declared an Habitual Criminal, but not convicted as such.
Approximately three and a half months later, that is to say on 30 August 1971, he escapes from the

Archambault Institution and is recaptured on 20 November 1971.
On 9 March 1972, he is found guilty of escape and lastly, on 29 August 1972, he is found guilty of
conspiracy and robbery and is sentenced to three (3) years and eight (8) years respectively of penitentiary;
these sentences to be served consecutive to all other previous terms.
Here is another incorrigible now on his third escape on 13 May 1973.

JEAN-PAUL MERCIER

b

Born on 6 July 1944, he is found guilty in 1966, of breaking and entering, possession of a restricted
weapon, three counts of breaking and entering and theft and five counts of theft.
In 1967, he is again found guilty of breaking and entering and theft, wilful damage, receiving, and
ten counts of theft.
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While on parole before the expiration of his sentence, he is found guilty in 1971, of two counts of
possession of a restricted weapon, of six counts of fraudulently obtaining food and lodging, auto the ft ,
false pretences, attempted armed robbery and three counts of armed robbery; he is sentenced to concurrent
terms totalling ten (10) years of penitentiary.
Five months later, on 30 August 1971, he escapes from Archambault Institution (a maximum
security penitentiary) and is recaptured on 14 September 1971.
On 29 October 1971, he is found guilty of escape, two counts of possession of a restricted weapon,
three counts of breaking and entering and theft and three counts of auto theft.
On 21 August 1972, he escapes again this time from the CDC (ultra maximum security penitentiary).
Once recaptured, he is found guilty on 26 January 1973 of escape and of having been illegally at
large.
On 7 May 1973, he pleads guilty to two charges of murder and is sentenced to life imprisonment on
each charge.
Several charges of armed robbery and attempted murder remain pending against him.
There is no doubt that he too is an incorrigible redicivist. Six days after his double sentence to life
imprisonment he escapes for the third time from a maximum or ultra maximum security penitentiary.
The background and criminal records of these five inmates clearly indicate that they are hardened
recidivists all of whom had previously escaped twice and who therefore, should have been subjected to a
very special if not extraordinary surveillance.
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FINDINGS OF THE COMMISSIONERS

CORRECTIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE (CDC)
GENERAL
1.
The Penitentiary Act, Section 2 (1) defines a "penitentiary" as "an institution or facility of any
description, including all lands connected therewith, that is operated by the Service for the custody,
treatment or training of persons sentenced or committed to penitentiary'' . This was amplified in 1964 by
the then Minister of Justice in a letter to Treasury Board setting out the 10-year program for penitentiary
development (1963-1973). The role was described as follows: "to protect society from criminally inclined
individuals, by protective custody and reformative training during the course of imprisonment." (Ref. letter
dated 28 October 1964)
2.
The Correctional Development Centre (CDC) at Laval, Quebec was originally designated as a "Special
Detention Unit" (ultra maximum) intended for the psychopatic, hostile, trouble-making type of o ff ender
who looks for opportunities to disrupt the routine of any institution in which he is confined. (Ref. above
letter, page 2, (a))
3.
Sho rt ly after its inception, the Special Detention Unit was given a new name: Special Correctional
Unit (SCU) or Unité spéciale de correction (USC). A four stage program was instituted based on increasing
privileges as a reward for positive conduct. It appears that in that era this was a strong custody-oriented
program. (Ref. The Assistant Director's (Socialization) and the Director's testimony)

NEW PROGRAM
4.
In 1972, a regional committee was formed at the Commissioner's direction to study a new program
sponsored by Dr. Cormier, a noted psychiatrist, and Mr. Thiffault, a psychologist and criminologist. The
program proposal submitted by that committee and approved by the Commissioner brought yet another
name change; the SCU became known by its present name: Correctional Development Centre (CDC).
(Ref. SCU Study Group Report of 1972)
5.
In that proposal it was intended to establish the CDC as an experimental institution to develop a new
correctional program employing the basic principles of the concept of the therapeutic community as well as
other progressive measures. The program's objectives and principles approved by the Commissioner of 30
October 1972 are as follows:

a.

OBJECTIVES

(1)

To meet the needs of maximum security inmates who are seriously disruptive, chronic disciplinary cases or persistent offenders who have proved to be immune to existing programs;

(2)

to serve as an experimental staff training centre to identify new requirements and new
techniques;
and,

(3)

to carry out operational research directed towards the development and evaluation of
correctional programs.

b.

PRINCIPLES

(1)

The Correctional Development Centre will be considered as a maximum security experimental
centre where dangerous recidivists and inmates who have not shown satisfactory response to
treatment programs will be involved in a new and more positive program. The inmates involved
will be those who are normally resident in the Quebec region. The program will include total
planning, including release.
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(2)

The Centre will be given a completely different name in order to erase the stigma which
attaches in the minds of people to special detention institutions.

(3)

The Centre will be used to train staff for this new experiment and will serve as a research and
development centre for training purposes.

(4)

Although, at the outset, length of sentence will not be a criterion for selection of inmates,
preference will be given to those with eligibility for parole or release in 18-24 months.

(5)

The institution will have an induction program whose specific objective will be to motivate
transferred inmates. This will include the participation of the National Parole Service in the
identification of the total individual program. The time spent in this stage will depend on the
attitude of the individual inmates and on their positive response regarding participation.

(6)

The Centre's population will be composed of inmates answering the Service's maximum
security definition specifically the categories mentioned on pages 17 and 18 of the Report
submitted by the Quebec Regional Director.

(7)

To begin this program, a start will be made with a group of some 40 well-motivated inmates.

(8)

Program will reinforce the basic concepts of the therapeutic community and other correctional
developments.

(9)

The Director of the institution and his assistants will go to Marion Institution in Illinois in order
to become acquainted with Dr. Croder's new program and therapeutic community methods
with a view to complementing Dr. Cormier's program.

(10) Management procedures will be introduced to permit inmates to assume as soon as possible,
a greater degree of responsibility over their activities. Recreation and socio-cultural activities
are obvious areas for first attempts in this direction.

(11) Occupational training will be provided in the following ways:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Mass production shops
Repair workshops
Formal education
Preparation of meals
Maintenance services for the institution

(12)

In order to develop the new training program, present premises will be altered and new premises
built as soon as funds are available.

(13)

No alterations will be made in physical aspects of cells and no cells will be eliminated prior to
commencement of program.

(14) The overall responsibility for the program will rest with the Director of the Centre.
(15) A Clinical Consultant, with experience in the field of therapeutic communities, will be hired,
by contract, on a full-time basis.

(16) Provision will be made on the establishment for the services of a full-time Staff Psychologist,
but the appointment of the incumbent will be made only after the program has been better
defined.

(17) The institution will be provided with the capability for operational research. This capability
will be obtained by contract with the University of Montreal, Department of Criminology.

(18) The Regional Health Centre will supply medical and psychiatric services to the institution.
(19) The Correctional staff will be divided into two categories:
(a)
(b)

Security staff; and,
Living Unit staff,

(20) Under normal circumstances, security staff will take over full custodial responsibility for the
institution during the morning shift for the time being.

(21) The minimum security standard of one Classification Officer per 20 inmates will be adopted for
the Experimental Centre.
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(22)

A Living Unit Officer 2 will be responsible for the ,institution's induction program. A
Classification O ff icer will be assigned to each inmate for the development of the inmate's
total individual correctional program.

(23)

There will be no special relationship for the time being between the Centre and other regional
penal institutions.

(24)

A permanent Liaison Committee will be formed with representatives from the Universities, the
Region and the Institution and the National Parole Service and immediately before the opening
of the Experimental Centre, a letter of understanding, covering the training and supervision
of students; the university's contribution to staff training; and, the development of research will
be prepared.

(25)

The Canadian Penitentiary Service and the National Parole Service should have the capability
to provide or obtain community clinical services for the offender after release as required.

(26)

The provincial Department of Education will be approached to obtain official recognition of
the training courses given to the staff on the same basis as college courses.

(27)

The case of each inmate at present housed in the S.C.U., will be re-examined with a view to
transferring as many as possible to other institutions and to keep at the Unit only those who
may immediately benefit from the new program.

(28)

Protection cases which, for reasons of personal security, cannot be integrated into the regular
population, will, eventually, be lodged in a wing of another institution, or institutions,
containing appropriate facilities for such cases.

TRANSITION PROGRESS ON 13 MAY 1973
Before the program itself could start, a transitional stage was deemed necessary to adapt the inmate
population, the institution's staff and physical facilities to the CDC's new vocation. Progress in this
transition was as follows on the day of the mass escape 13 May 1973:

6.

(a)

A new Assistant Director (Socialization) had been appointed since January 1973.

(b)

A new Assistant Director (Clinical Program) was hired.

(c)

Construction of common rooms was underway, but the central hall in cell block 4A was now
being used as a temporary common room for meals in addition to the long-standing practice of
T.V. periods.

(d)

No Living Unit personnel had yet been recruited and correctional officers were still predominantly involved in custody-related functions maintaining the former rule that "a physical
barrier must separate the officer from inmates at all times". This "rule" did not prevent certain
staff members including a young woman criminology student from dealing with the inmates
in the row.

(e)

Changes in the inmate population were barely begun and the CDC still had protection cases
as well as inmates with a long history of trouble-making and/or escaping from institutions.
Most of these were serving lengthy sentences.

(f)

Several key static and dynamic requirements either recommended in previous escape inauiry
commissions or deemed necessary to provide a strong perimeter security essential to the
relaxation of restrictions internally, were not yet available.

(g)

Several relaxations of interior routines and additional privileges were gradually introduced in
advance of the future commencement of the program. A few of these had little or no e ff ect
on the CDC's state of security; most, however, had some e ff ect on security.
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THE ESCAPE OF 13 MAY, 1973
GENERAL
7.

Testimony heard by the Commission established that the successful escape of the five inmates from
CDC on 13 May 1973 was the culmination of previous escape plans frustrated by fortuitous events on two
occasions. It is apparent that escaping preoccupied not only the five that escaped on 13 May but others as
well.

FIRST PLAN — END APRIL 1973
8.

Prior to 1 May 1973, the main inmate population (not including protection cases) was housed in
Block 2. The construction of a new common room adjoining Block 2 prompted authorities to move
inmates into Block 4 because of the excessive construction noise and the inherent security risks.
Immediately after this administrative move on 1 May 1973, the Visits and Correspondence o ff icer reported
to the Assistant Director (Security) that inmate Ouellette 0173 expressed severe disappointment at
their having been moved to Block 4. The Visits Officer sensed that the fortuitous move had perhaps
interrupted an escape plan and urged the Assistant Director (Security) to have cell Block 2 searched. The
latter admits not reacting to the warning as Block 2 was then vacant.

9.
Posters covering certain cell walls were le ft undisturbed despite a directive which specified
checking, among other things, the ventilator screen on the back wall of each cell. It seems that these wall
decorations were allowed to remain because inmates would return to Block 2 after the completion of the
new common room.
10. After the 13 May 1973 escape, an inmate drew authorities' attention to Block 2 suggesting they
search certain cells. Only at this point did CDC authorities discover that the ventilator screen in each of
four cells had been sawed in preparation for an escape. The cells and occupants were:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Cell
Cell
Cell
Cell

9
10
19
20

Inmate Ouellette
Inmate Hébert
Inmate Laf leur
Inmate I mbeault

0173
1991
4512
4962

11. Having sawed through the ventilator screens, the inmates ran into an unexpected problem: the
ventilator shaft existing from the rear of the cell was riveted in a way that it could not be seen by the cell
occupants. They then took steps to obtain information about the method of overcoming that problem.
They debated several courses of action once they would reach the passage, however insufficient evidence is
available to speculate just how they would have carried out their plan beyond that point. This plan
aborted before overcoming the rivet problem when the move of inmates to Block 4 occurred.
12. Although there is no evidence of an active participation by inmate Mercier in this earlier plan, it is
known that Mercier had boasted in early April 1973 of having an escape plan already underway. It is
therefore presumed by the Commission that Mercier's tactics were to avoid any escape activity which
might draw attention to himself until all preparations were ready (as proved to be the case on 13 May
1973).

SECOND PLAN —6 MAY 1973
13. When the inmates moved to Block 4 a new escape plan evolved. The date for the escape was set at
Sunday, 6 May 1973. Sunday was chosen because the greenhouse was unoccupied on that day of the week;
the 6th of May was selected in part to enable MERCIER to avoid his trial scheduled for 7 May 1973. The
inmates believed that by sawing only the top of the portion of bar in Wing 4A they wanted to remove, they
could easily pry it out of the bottom horizontal metal brace. Of the five, MERCIER did no sawing because
they considered he probably drew more attention from the correctional officers. The others took turns
lying on the floor or crouching to saw the top of the bar. Work was apparently done both during the
common room activity periods when inmates were in Wing 4A for meals or T.V. and could shield the man
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sawing, from the view of the correctional officers in the vestibule, and also when sorne inmates were
dispersed to other activities such as the workshop or yard when correctional officers were busy watching in
several directions. Between sawing sessions, the cut was camouflaged with chewing gum and paint from a
u paint-by-numbere hobby set. The top of the bar was cut through but for a fraction of an inch by Friday,
4 May 1973.
14.
During the day of 4 May 1973, inmate Mercier was rernoved from the CDC by the Quebec Police
Force in advance of his trial appearance at Arthabaska on 7 May. This early removal spoiled Mercier's
chance to escape before his trial.
15.
On 6 May 1973, the remaining inmates planning to escape found that it was impossible to pry the
bar out of its lower moorings. The escape was thus deferred to the following Sunday, 13 May 1973. On
conviction and sentencing Mercier was returned to the CDC on 8 May in time to participate in the 13
May escape.

ESCAPE TOOLS
16. Testimony heard by the Commission is not sufficiently clear to unequivocally state the source and
means of acquiring the tools used. The following information is gleaned from the testimony:
(a)

A small chasing-chisel was found in cell 16, Wing 4A immediately following the 13 May escape.
A similar tool was reported missing from the sheet-metal shop several months before and was
never found. The Commission believes this tool to be the one missing from the shop.

(b)

A thorough search was made of 16 May of the typewriter belonging to inmate I mbeault.
One and one half hacksaw blades and a metal file were discovered hidden in the rubber
cylinder. Contrary to former policy, inmates were authorized by the Inmate Training Board to
receive a typewriter from the outside. Documentary evidence establishes that the typewriter
was purchased on 18 April and delivered to I mbeault on 19 April by his cousin, who was
then accompanied by his sister. The typewriter was searched by two different persons on
entering but neither search included the removal and examination of the rubber cylinder. The
Commission cannot dismiss the typewriter as a possible means of entering escape tools.

(c)

Uncorroborated hearsay testimony purported that one hacksaw blade may have been entered
into the CDC concealed in the plaster leg cast of inmate Gingras on his return from Queen
Mary's hospital on 13 March 1973. Records indicate that the cast was X-rayed for contraband
on his departure from the hospital. Inmate Gingras testified that his cast was changed two
days before his departure and that he was not X-rayed at that point. Other testimony indicates
that because of his leg cast. Gingras was not passed through the metal detector at the
CDC. Gingras denies entering a blade, however the Commission simply notes the potential
of such a means of entry due to the apparent lack of full searches on his return.

(d)

One possible means of entry was related by inmate Mercier. He claims that one of the other
four confederates met an inmate from Leclerc Institution during a court appearance in Montreal
and arranged to have the sawblades and file delivered to the CDC via the food cart. On 1
February 1973, correctional officers discovered blades in mashed potatoes. Mercier claims,
and is supported by Gingras that inmates figured that authorities would not suspect a
renewed attempt soon a ft er this discovery and that three blades and one file were successfully
entered one to one and a half weeks later. The contraband was allegedly hidden in a tray of
Shepherd's Pie, a dish which is baked and cut in sufficient portions for the inmates being fed.
It was reasoned that the correctional officers would not wreck the appearance of this dish and
obliterate the knife-marked portions by stirring the dish to search for contraband. Mercier
was appointed "cook" (the one responsible to serve inmates from the food cart) and claims to
have been the one to extract the blades and file on their arrival. The Commission determined
that such a meal was served approximately every three weeks and cannot definitely conclude
that this was the source of the blades and file used in the subsequent escape attempts.
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(e)

Two other inmates asked to be heard by the Commission and were interviewed informally.
They raised an allegation of a hacksaw blade and a file entering the CDC in early May 1973
through an employee of the CDC. The Commission investigated this allegation and concludes
from inconsistencies in the inmates information, their possible self-serving motives and the
officer's record that the allegation cannot be given sufficient weight to warrant fu rt her
consideration.

(f)

Other plausible accounts of possible means of entering hacksaw blades or files, such as via
protection cases who have greater freedom of movement or via construction employees, were
he,ard but cannot be substantiated.

(g)

MATERIAL USED FOR ESCAPE OF 13 MAY
(see Diagram at Annex "B")
(1)

Hacksaw blades:
(a)

One found near barred grill at West end of Wing 4A, where bar was sawed away.
Blade probably used to saw both the bar and the hole in Wing 4B outer wall.

(b) One, and one half of a second blade, found in a typewriter cylinder in I mbeault's
cell on 16 May.

(2)

Metal File:
A metal file was also found in the typewriter cylinder.

(3)

Chasing-Chisel:
Found in cell 16 which was used as a toilet in Wing 4A.

(4)

Cut Bar (11 3/41:
Portion of the barred grill at west end of Wing 4A cut by a hacksaw blade at both ends
and bearing traces of chewing gum and "paint-by-numbers" paint used to camouflage
the cutting until 13 May. Believed used in an attempt to punch the hole in building
wall at the east end of Wing 4B (hole subsequently sawed). Bar found outside.

(5)

Climbing Aids:
(a) Wooden tool box. Obtained by inmates from its normal location by the NW wall
near the Recreation Yard door (Diagram Point 3 ) and positioned at the base of the
NE perimeter wall near tower 3 (Diagram Point 6 ).
(b) Wooden bench. Obtained from the temporary location beside the greenhouse where
it had been placed when removed from its anchored position in an exercise yard at
the start of construction (Diagram Point 4 ). Bench placed upright against wall
(Diagram Point 6 ).
(c) Office desk. Taken from within the gardner's office in the greenhouse (Diagram
Point 5 ) and slacked along with the tool box and bench to provide the necessary
height to scale the wall.
(d) Six bed sheets. Five were knotted together with one end tied to the top of the
bench (a sixth was found in a cardboard box in cell 16, Wing 4A). Used for
descending on the outside of the perimeter wall (Diagram Point 6 ). There is almost
no control whatever on the sheets destined for use as "table cloth s' supply, but even
the control over the "bed sheets" supply is lacking as at least two of the above sheets
are said to have been obtained from inmate cells.

SUCCESSFUL ESCAPE — 13 MAY 1973 (see Diagram at Annex "B")
17. The techniques used to saw the top of the bar were continued throughout the week of 6 to 13 May
and the bar was ready for final removal on 13 May. A security inspection of bars, locks, and similar devices
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was carried out on 9 May 1973 by a Correctional Officer (CX-2) who failed to detect the bar already cut at
one end and partly cut at the other. The following is a reconstruction of the sequence of events on Sunday
13 May 1973 as best as can be determined by the Commission. (All times are approximations):
a.

1135 hrs
(1)

Staff:

19 officers were present.
(2)

Posts:
(a)

All posts occupied with the exception of the relieved officer who was on sick leave.

All towers manned.
(b) Block 4: 3 men:
A correctional officer (CX-4) (in vestibule)
A correctional officer (CX-2) (in vestibule as 2nd correctional officer)
A correctional officer (CX-2) (in control room).

(3)

Correctional o ff icers' observations or actions
Nothing abnormal reported.

(4)

Inmates:
(a)

Meal delivered into Wing 4A at this time.

(b)

Eleven inmates in Wing 4A, one inmate in his cell in Wing 4B.

(c) At about 1135hrs or 1140hrs, the bar was removed from the grill (Diagram
Point 1 ) and one of the inmates (other than Mercier who remains in view at all
times) proceeds over the mezzanine to Wing 4B to commence cutting the hole in
the outer shell. (Diagram Point 2 ).
b.

1150hrs
(1)

Posts:
(a)

Towers 2, 3, and 4 now unmanned as personnel proceed to lunch. These towers

remain unmanned until approximately 1300hrs.
(b) Block 4:
The correctional officer (CX-2) proceeds to his lunch in order that he may relieve
man in tower 1 at 1225hrs.
Two correctional officers (CX-4 and CX-2) remain in Vestibule and Control Room
respectively.

(2)

Correctional officers' observations or actions:
Nothing abnormal detected by them at this point. The absence of the one inmate
cutting hole in Wing 4B is undetected probably due to the infrequent counts made
during this period and to their attributing the shortage of one inmate to one being

in the toilet cell.

(3)

Inmates:

The one inmate sawing hole in Wing 4B outer wall is reported to be making very
much noise which the inmates in Wing 4A fear will be detected. (T.V. volume raised
in attempt to cover noise). It apparently takes him between 25 to 30 minutes to
saw the hole (1135hrs/1140hrs to about 1205hrs/1210hrs).
c.

1205hrs/1210hrs to 1217hrs
(1)

Posts:
same as above. The Asst. Dir. (Sec.) is the Senior Officer-of-the-Week and arrives at
1215hrs on an unscheduled but routine visit to the CDC. He remains in the front
administrative building at this time as most correctional officers are at lunch.
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(2)

Correctional officers' observations or actions:

(a) At about 1217hrs, a CX-2 who is in the Control Room of Block 4 notices, despite
his limited visibility into Wing 4A, that too few inmates are in evidence. He leaves
the control room and goes to the Wing 4A door to count. His count is seven; four
inmates are missing from view. The CX-2 returns to his control room to check on
inmate list, assures himself that he should have eleven in Wing 4A, returns to the
door of Wing 4A and counts again. It is now close to 1219hrs and his count now
tallies at eleven. He therefore assumes the four missing a moment before had been in
the toilet cell (although this would violate a directive that only one inmate can enter
the toilet cell at one time). As his count now balances, he takes no further action
but will report this a few minutes later to the officer relieving him for lunch.
(b) A CX-4 in his initial testimony failed to mention the short count discovered by the
CX-2 at about 1217hrs. Testimony heard by the Commission suggests that the CX-4
probably was seated part of the time in a barber's chair in the vestibule, a position
from which he could not observe the inmates in Wing 4A.
(3)

I nmates:

(a) At about the time the hold is finished (1205hrs or 1210hrs), the inmate sawing the
hole is joined by three others. All four exit to the exterior of building 4. Mercier
stays behind at this stage. They fear he may not make it through the small opening
in the grill and he is to go last. The four others meanwhile enter the greenhouse,
break into the office (Diagram Point 5 ) and carry the desk to the perimeter wall.
The wooden bench is taken from its position in front of the greenhouse (Diagram
Point 4 ) and s-tood up on top of the desk beside the perimeter wall (Diagram
Point 6 ) but the combined height of these objects is too short. One inmate
reminds the others that a count is about to take place on the noon change of
correctional officers and urges that they return.
(b) The four inmates retrace their route back into building 4 and are on the mezzanine
to Wing 4A when the inmates below them in the wing row notice the CX-2 taking a
count. The four are told to get back in. All four re-enter the row of Wing 4A in time
(approximately 1219hrs) for the CX-2 to obtain a correct tally.

c.

1220hrs
(1)

Posts:
A CX-2 arrives to replace another CX-2 for the latter's lunch. The CX-4 remains as
his replacement does not arrive until 1225hrs or 1230hrs.

(2)

Correctional off ice rs' observations or actions:

(a) A CX-2 states that the other CX-2 told him on arrival that his count had been short a
moment before. At this time, a hand-over count was made which tallied at eleven
inmates in Wing 4A.
(b) The CX-2 heads off to lunch at about 1225hrs.
(3)

I n mates:
All inmates back in row of Wing 4A and considering next move.

d.

1225hrs or 1230hrs
A CX-4 arrives to relieve the other CX-4. No evidence presented that either the CX-4 or,
the CX-2 informed the other CX-4 on the short count of a few minutes before.

e.

1230hrs to 1240hrs
(1)

Posts:
(a) Towers 2, 3, and 4 still unmanned.
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(b) Block 4: CX-4 believed to be spending part of his time in the barber's chair as is
his habit. He admits to sitting in it "for short periods".

(c) CX-2 is in the Control Room.
(2)

Correctional officers' observations or actions:
(a) At about 1240hrs. A CX-2 observes from the Control Room into Wing 4A that too
few inmates are in view. He goes to the door of Wing 4A and counts only six inmates
in the row. He then goes back to the Control Room and calls Tower 1 (CX-2) to
report that the count doesn't tally and that inmates are playing games and to be
extra vigilent.
(b) A CX-2 advises another CX-2 to advise the Aset Director (Security) and the CX-6
Supervisor of this.
(c) The CX-2 calls the CX-6 Supe rv isor immediately to transmit that information.
(d) The CX-6 Supervisor immediately reports this information to the Asst Director
(Security) who orders the CX-2 to close the toilet cell door. Both the Asst. Dir.
(Security) and the CX-6 Supe rv isor proceed towards Block 4.

(3)

Inmates:
(a)

Between 1220hrs and about 1235hrs/1240hrs, the five have reviewed their impasse
and decided that they can gain the needed extra height by using the wooden tool
box located near the perimeter wall door entering the recreation yard. (Diagram
Point 3 )

(b) At about 1235hrs/1240hrs, all five leave Wing 4A again through the grill, retrace their
steps out through the hole cut in the building wall. The wooden tool box is brought
from its location to the perimeter wall (Diagram Point 6 ).
(c) The wooden tool box is added to the improvised climbing aids, the perimeter wall is
scaled and the inmates let themselves down the outside face of the wall using the
bedsheets "knotted rope" tied to the top of the bench.
f.

THE TIME AT WHICH THE WALL IS CLEARED IS ESTIMATED TO BE 1245hrs.

g.

1245hrs to 1305hrs
(1)

Posts:
Towers 2, 3, and 4 still unmanned.

(2)

Staff Actions:
(a) The Asst. Director (Security) and the CX-6 Supervisor arrive at Block 4, obtain the
key to the secure passage way, enter it and mount the stairs to Wing 4A mezzanine
at about 1250hrs (An inmate claims to have carefully timed the interval between the
exit of the five from Wing 4A row and the arrival of the Asst. Director (Security) on
the mezzanine).
(b) The Asst. Director (Security) and the CX-6 Supervisor each proceeded down the
cell tops towards Wing 4 8 to check on inmate count. On arriving at the end of the
mezzanine at Wing 4 8 the short count was confirmed and on descending the stairs,
the Asst. Director saw the hole, looked through it and observed the improvised
climbing apparatus at the perimeter wall. He then ordered the CX-6 Supervisor to
sound the alarm to implement the Emergency Plan (Escape).
(c) The CX-6 Supervisor used the telephone at the back of Wing 4B, called the Block 4
control and told a CX-2 an escape .h ad occurred and to sound the alarm. Time of this
call estimated at approximately 1255hrs.
(d) The CX-2 pressed the alarm button on his telephone. This sounds a buzzer on the
Rotunda officer's telephone. The latter picked up the telephone and was relayed the
information. He in turn relayed it by telephone to the correctional officer in the
main entrance control room. All remaining inmates were returned to their cells.
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(e) The Asst. Director (Security) and the CX-6 Supervisor ran to the Administration
building where the Supervisor began issuing weapons and ammunition from the
Control Room basement armoury. The Control Room officer proceeded with calling
the various police forces, the penitentiary mobile patrol and senior officials from
about 1305hrs onwards.
(f)

(3)

At 1305hrs, the Asst. Director (Security) left the administration building with a
number of correctional officers to deploy in searching the CDC surrounding area. All
actions taken conformed with the requirements of the Regional Emergency Plan
(Escapes) but the immediate post-escape measures failed to recover the five escapees.

Inmates:

(a)

Upon leaving the CDC, the five made their way to a stolen car left for them, as
pre-arranged with an outside confederate (unidentified) on highway 25 near the
Montée St. François overpass. It is believed that the car headed for Laval/Montreal
where the group split up with Imbeault, Ouellette, and Lafleur remaining
together as one group. Mercier and Gingras stayed together until some time
later.

(b) The Commission was told that a getaway car was probably available in the same
place on Sunday, 6 May but removed when the escape failed to go off.

CDC REACTION TIME
18.

a.

Time from last short-count (1240hrs) to confirmation of escape (1255hrs)
approximately 15 minutes

b.

Time from initial alarm (1255hrs) to deployment of correctional officers outside the perimeter
approximately 10 minutes
(1305hrs)

c.

Total Time Elapsed

approximately 25 minutes

SECURITY
19. Security is a relative state achieved by the combined interaction of physical and human security
elements. "Static" security mainly concerns physical security devices and security guard forces assigned to
complement those features (e.g. walls, towers, fences, lighting, bars, etc...). "Dynamic" security places
primary reliance on supervision and leadership of the inmates by specially selected officers known as
"Living Unit" officers rather than simply on the ordinary physical measures. The new program at the CDC
was to be premised on strong perimeter security but with a minimum of static security measures inside
where dynamic security would be emphasized.
20. An escape is the successful exploitation of one or more deficiencies in an institution's physical
facilities, personnel or both. No single deficiency enabled the 13 May escape; several contributed directly
and others contributed indirectly. Still others were discovered which played little or no part in this escape
but which should be corrected lest they be exploited on some future occasion by this escape-prone
population which has been assembled from Quebec Region institutions.
21. Although some deficiencies in physical plant played a part in this escape, the Commission finds that
the major deficiencies concerned personnel, loose supervision at various levels and the lack of adequate
control and management procedures within the CDC. The new program itself had not yet been implanted
and cannot be blamed for the security deficiencies leading to this escape. Appropriate security measures
could have been taken to offset any increased security risk attendant to innovations such as common room
mea Is.
22.

Both the CDC's organization structure and the personal inclinations of its Director and Assistant
Director (Socialization) tend to stress the training and treatment aspects over security considerations. This
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apparent di ff iculty by the two senior persons at the CDC to restrain program momentum in pace with
necessary security adjustments, to pursue the indoctrination of correctional officers, to recruit and train
living unit officers, and await the construction of appropriate new facilities created serious risks.
The Commission recognizes that calculated risks are inherent to a new program; it feels, however,
23.
that the security risks taken by senior management at the CDC were poorly calculated and at times,
unsuspected.

DEFICIENCIES
24.

Deficiencies which contributed directly to the 13 May escape included:

a.

PERSONNEL DEFICIENCIES
All correctional officers assigned to Block 2 and Block 4 in the period approximately mid-April
to 13 May 1973 and to security inspections must be ascribed a degree of responsibility for
failing to detect escapes preparations. The following specific observations are made:
(1)

Lack of observation of prisoners by a CX-4 (Day Shift) and another CX-4 (Noon Relief)
who were in the vestibule during the escape preparations on 13 May. Both are known to
sit in the barber's chair in the vestibule regularly and did so on 13 May.

(2)

Failure by both CX-4 to enforce the CDC directive against more than one inmate entering
toilet cell at one time. Upon believing short count was due to several inmates entering
toilet, the CX-4 should have closed the toilet cell door, sent the CX-2 to check the cell
from the mezzanine and reported the incident to the CX-6. The CX-4 claims he used his
own initiative to close the cell but he failed to check that cell.

(3)

Laxity by both CX-4 in allowing obstructions to proper observation and in failing to
make up for difficulties in observing by periodically checking the rear grill in Wing 4A
via the secure passage way.

(4)

Laxity by the CX-4 in conducting the daily security inspection in Block 4 on 13 May.

(5)

A CX-2 assisted a CX-4 in the vestibule of Block 4 until 1150hrs when he went for lunch.
After his lunch, the CX-2 was on duty in tower #1 over the period during which the
inmates went over the wall in the vicinity of tower #3. Having visited tower #1 and
observed in the direction of the escape point on the wall, the Commission accepts that
the tower #1 guard's view is obstructed by buildings and attaches no blame to the CX-2
for not observing the inmates going over the wall. Besides, his duties in tower #1 occupy
him fully principally in controlling the Main Gate.

(6)

A CX-2 (day shift) was in the control room in Block 4. As such his ability to observe
inmates in Wing 4A was considerably limited. It appears that he made up for CX-4's
laxity and lack of observation by noticing at about 1217hrs that four inmates were
missing in the row. He showed a lack of training and experience in not closing cell door
to effect a count from the mezzanine but his responsibility is considerably diminished
by virtue of his subordinate rank to the CX-4.

(7)

The CX-2 (noon relief in control room Block 4) is an experienced correctional officer.
He too was in a less favourable position to observe the inmates in Wing 4A, but became
aware of the short count before his immediate superior, the CX-4. On discovering the
short count, the CX-2's reaction should have included closing the toilet cell door to
effect a count. Once the count was established as only six of eleven inmates, his
subsequent reactions were sound and prompt.
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(8)

The CX-6 Supe rv isor, officer-in-charge of the CDC (day shift) on 13 May 1973 claims he
did not have towers 2, 3, and 4 mounted at noon despite a written directive (noon duty
roster on 1 May 1973) because not doing so was "tolerated". The Commission finds
from the testimony that mounting the towers had in fact long ago ceased to be a
"directive" and became merely an "optional" choice of the officer-in-charge depending
on whether he considered sufficient spare correctional officers were available at noon.
Although it was the Asst. Director's (Sec.) intention that the towers be mounted during
the period 1 to 7 May 1973 during a security alert period, he failed to give a clear order
to that effect and admitted not insisting on this after 7 May 1973. That the CX-6
Supervisor did not see fit to mount at least two of the three towers (2, 3, and 4)
although he had the staff available was regrettable but seems to have fit the norm not
only of CDC past habits but also appears to have conformed to long-standing Penitentiary
Service policy. The CX-6 Supe rv isor may be faulted for his apparent infrequent visits to
the cell blocks but his actions before, on discovery of the escape, and after, fit the
standard of performance set by the CDC.

(9)

The CX-8 is Assistant Director's (Security) principal instrument for implementing
security procedures with correctional officers and for the supervision of such subordinates
in the execution of their duties. He must therefore carry a degree of responsibility for
the poor performance evidenced by many subordinates in such matters as:
(a) the searches which failed over a period of many days to uncover the fact that
ventilator screens had been attacked in four cells in Block 2 prior to the transfer of
inmates to Block 4;
(b) the bar examination on 9 May 1973 which failed to uncover the bar cut in the
security grill at the West end of Wing 4A; and,
(c)

poor linen control.

(10)

A CX-2 was tasked to examine bars, locks and other related security devices on 2 and 9
May 1973. Evidence establishes that the bar eventually cut at both ends and removed
from the grill at the West end of Wing 4A had already been cut at its top end by the
time the CX-2 inspected that grill on 9 May. Failure to detect this flaw in the bar
indicates that the CX-2 failed to strike that particular part of the grill as he was required
to do.

(11)

A correctional officer is responsible for linen at the CDC. The control of bed sheets
which are issued weekly to inmates consists of ensuring that two dirty sheets are returned
for two clean sheets issued. His control over sheets intended for use as "table cloths",
however was non-existent. Sheets intended for use as table cloths are issued to
correctional o ff icers and not directly to inmates therefore the correctional officer saw no
need to account for such sheets in as strict a manner. Correctional officers may draw
eight to twelve sheets to meet "table cloth" needs in one cell block for a week-end and
place these in the cupboard in each wing used for common room meals. As no sheets
were missing from inmates' cells on 13 May, it is assumed by the Commission that the
sheets used in the escape were obtained from the cupboard in Wing 4A and from bed
sheets withheld from laundry bags without the correctional officer's detection.

(12)

An officer of the Quebec Police Force (QPF) came into possession of hard information
concerning the intention of Mercier and Gingras to attempt an escape before Mercier's
trial scheduled for 7 May 1973. The information did not specify any details of
the proposed escape nor did it identify a target date other than to place emphasis on
Mercier's desire to avoid trial. To the Commission's amazement, the QPF officer
delayed passing this information for six days "due to the Easter Holiday". The
Commission accepts that the officer passed his information by telephone to the Director
of the CDC on 25 April in sufficient time for precautionary steps to be taken. The
Director does not recall speaking to the QPF officer in question on this matter claiming
instead having received the information from the Security Officer at Regional Headquarters.
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That the Director was advised is not contested; the Commission considers that the CIPF
officer did speak with the Director but that the latter probably cannot recall who called
him at the time. The (13 F officer states that in his telephone conversation he particularly
warned the Director to watch Gingras as the latter would not normally have raised
undue attention in the CDC. On receiving this already delayed warning, a further delay
occurred at the CDC in implementing special measures. On the basis of this information
and because of concern over possible May Day disturbances, the Director ordered the
Asst. Dir. (Sec.) to implement special security measures during the period 1 to 7 May
1973. He left it to the Asst. Dir. (Sec.) to decide what "special' s measures to implement
without providing him with specific direction. The Director's testimony establishes that
he did not feel the need to provide such direction nor even enquire from the Asst.
Director (Security) what was being done. This lack of personal involvement by the
Director of an institution in a special alert ordered for his institution constitutes a degree
of laxity on the part of the Director in the Commission's view.
(13)

The Asst. Dir. (Sec.) appears to be a very experienced, conscientious and devoted security
officer. However, as the principal security staff member of the CDC, his job is one of
management. If his personal qualities were found in equal amounts in his subordinates
this escape could not have occurred. Unfortunately, they are not and he cannot perform
their tasks for them. Nor does it seem can he or other senior officers bank on recourse to
prompt and appropriate disciplinary sanctions in their efforts to ensure that duties are
properly performed. As a manager and leader the Asst. Director (Security) is required to
influence his subordinates to willingly do what is required in order to achieve the CDC's
aims and goals. Largely due to the constraints hampering his enforcement of discipline,
the Commission feels he was unsuccessful in influencing subordinates to perform
effectively. When he is not physically present beside any of a number of subordinates
he cannot rest assured the job will be done conscientiously by subordinates.

(14)

When one examines the organizational diagram of the CDC, one finds that all assistant
directors are on an equal footing under the Director. Theoretically, this should ensure
that all have an equal hearing and that the Director resolves any conflicting demands as
between the new program and security for example. As the Assistant Director
(Socialization) is the one person amongst the assistant directors who is specifically
identified as Acting Director in the Director's absence, this confers upon him a potential
organizational edge to advance his interests ahead of security if he were so inclined.
Added to this is the fact that the Director is apparently strongly inclined towards
reformative program development himself. The Commission concludes that notwithstanding the organizational concept, the net effect at the CDC is having at least three top
managers (the Director, the Assistant Director (Socialization), and the Assistant Director
(Clinical Program)) pursuing the rehabilitative aspects of program development while the
Assistant Director (Security) is expected to cope with the security aspects. Several
innovations being introduced in advance of the new program modified the state of
security to some degree. It was the Asst. Director's (Security) responsibility as the
senior security advisor to assess the security implications of such innovations, to
implement appropriate adjustments to offset any increased security risks and to advise
his colleagues against any innovations for which essential safeguards could not, for some
reason, be implemented at the time. To the Commission's view, no innovation fits the
latter category; as for the balance for which appropriate offsetting security measures
could have been taken, he did not adequately identify or implement appropriate
adjustments in some matters which then constituted gaps in security. The five escapees
proved adroit at identifying and exploiting those gaps.
(a) The testimony heard establishes that except during the evening T.V. period, no
guard was on duty on the mezzanine during the activity periods and meals when
inmates were together in Wing 4A. The Asst. Dir. (Sec.) was aware of this and stated
that he saw no need for such a guard in light of the fact that there were two guards
present in the Vestibule/Control Room area. (The Commission considers that
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confidence is inconsistent with the Asst. Director's (Security) oft-expressed
complaint that he could not rely on many of his subordinates performing effectively
on their own). He also stated that he would not like to see an armed guard on the
mezzanine during the day because of the risk of the armed guard coming into
contact with an inmate at the change of posts. Although the Director was not aware
of the absence of such a guard at the time of the escape he later admitted that had he
been consulted, he would have sided with the Asst. Director's (Sec.) opinion. The
Commission considers that the security risk warranting an armed guard during the
evening T.V. activity was essentially the same as for common room activity in the
Wing 4A row at any time of the day. It feels that an armed guard could have been
positioned on the mezzanine without risk of meeting an inmate and that such a step
was a logical adjunct not only to the rationale for a guard during the evening but
more significantly, was essential in the absence of manned towers at noon. Not
having done so is considered by the Commission to be a serious error in judgement
on the part of the Asst. Director (Security).
(b) As to the manning of towers 2, 3 and 4 (tower 1 being always manned) testimony is
rather contradictory. Penitentiary Service correspondence and directives were found
which establish that for many years it was the policy not to man those towers when
inmates were within the cell blocks. From other documents examined and testimony
heard, it appears that in recent years, some or all of these towers were to be manned
24 hours a day during emergency periods only but that with the exception of
Tower 1, none was in fact manned at noon. Directives written by the Asst. Dir.
(Sec.) provided for the relief of all towers at 1225 hrs daily. However, it seems that
due to a lack of personnel, such duties were assigned to personnel normally employed
on the shop walk-way and on escorts; too often suCh personnel were unavailable
to man the towers at noon by virtue of their other commitments. This anomaly
was pointed out to the Asst. Dir. (Sec.) by a CX-8 who also s-tressed the entitlement
of every guard to one-half hour for lunch. The Asst. Dir. (Sec.) asked that the CX-8
see to it that an effort be made to man the towers to the degree possible. On 13 May,
sufficient personnel was available to man at least two of the towers 2, 3 or 4, but
this was not done. Because of a confused directive, a lack of personnel and weak
insistance on the point, it appears that towers 2, 3 and 4 were never manned at noon
even in emergency periods. The directives of 7 February and 1 May 1973 were thus
ignored with the knowledge and tacit agreement of all concerned less the Director
who was unaware of this condition. To the Commission's amazement, the Director
admits having believed for over a year and a half that the towers were mounted at
noon and only discovering the fact that they were never manned at noon in the
revelations of the post-escape enquiry. The Commission considers that failure to
assure that towers 2 and 3 were manned 24 hours a day may have been consistent
with former CDC and Penitentiary Service policy but constituted a serious breach in
perimeter security (tower 4 serves no useful purpose except when inmates are in the
recreation yard).
(c) The Commission notes that while some senior officers of the CDC seem to have
known the reason for the special measures taken during the period 1 to 7 May 1973,
this information was not passed on to the CX-4's and the CX-2's charged with
observing the inmates in the cell block. As a result, the latter were not given the
opportunity to be more alert in observing at least Mercier and Gingras. This
fact does not excuse their laxity but had they been better briefed, the Commission
feels there would have been a better probability of their sounding the alarm at
1217hrs, 13 May 1973 when the count was first short.
(d) The Commission also regrets that the special measures (albeit rather vague as they
were) were not continued beyond 7 May knowing Mercier's oft-expressed
intention to escape, his surprise plea of guilty at the 7 May trial, his past escape
record and the specific warning received from the QPF. The Asst. Dir. (Sec.) and the
Director both agreed to the termination of this alert on 7 May and the Commission
feels too little was done in light of the above information.
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(15)

While the Commission considers that the Asst. Dir. (Sec.) must be ascribed a share of the
responsibility for managerial weaknesses which contributed directly to the conditions
favouring the escape, it is satisfied that once the short count was reported to him at
approximately 1245hrs, 13 May 1973, all actions taken by him or at his direction to
attempt the re-capture of escapees were entirely correct and in consonance with the
Regional Emergency Plan (Escapes).

(16)

The Assistant Director (Socialization) at the CDC holds a Master in psychology. Under
the direction of the institutional director he directs a program to develop the social
awareness and skills of the inmates; administers an annual budget; supervises a staff;
develops improvements and promotes community involvement, in the socialization
program, and performs other duties. His specialities are psychology and penology. His
previous direct experience was as a classification officer and psychologist from 1962 to
1964. From 1964 to 1969, he was attached to the McGill Forensic Science Clinic. At the
same time, from 1966 to 1971, he was a consultant to the Solicitor General's Department
and worked in St-Vincent de Paul, Cowansville and the former USC (now CDC). He
spent two and one half years as the clinical coordinator in a centre for persistent
delinquents in the State of New York. He assumed his present post in January, 1973.
His professional formation and his terms of reference as the Assistant Director
(Socialization) appear to fit the current philosophy and thrust in the Penitentiary
Service: that is to say emphasizing the reformative aspects of the program. Because of
the weight apparently given to the reformative aspects of program development, both the
Asst. Dir. (Socialization) and the Director seem to give "rehabilitative training" a
decided edge over "security" considerations. The Asst. Dir. (Socialization) does not
acknowledge that this phenomenon exists and is convinced that he is both aware of and
motivated to maintaining security. The Commission does not doubt the Asst. Director's
(Socialization) sincerity; it does feel, however, that he is not sufficiently versed in
security to reconcile conflicting requirements as between rehabilitative training and
security.

(17)

In the Asst. Director's (Socialization) terms of reference it is stated that he "replaces the
Director during his absences from the institution". The Asst. Director's (Socialization)
was asked if this meant that he could be the Acting Director in the Director's absence
and thus find himself as the person responsible for making policy decisions, in an
emergency such as a riot, serious disturbance or taking of a hostage.
He admitted not having considered that possibility before the question was put to him by
the Commission. He added that in such circumstances he would rely upon the Assistant
Director (Security). From his responses, the Commission considers that the Asst.
Director's (Socialization) did not appreciate the full extent of the responsibilities that
could devolve upon him. Furthermore, we consider that he as an Acting Director might
be faced with serious security decisions which he could not delegate to the Assistant
Director (Security) and for which his background would find him poorly prepared.
The Commission considers that the Penitentiary Service should reconsider the organizational structure of the CDC and any other institution where top command positions
(Director or any Assistant Director who may be called upon to be Acting Director) may
be filled with persons whose qualifications relate mainly to program development but
who have little practical custody or security experience upon which to base crucial
decisions in emergencies.

(18)

The Director, who holds a BSc. and a M. Crim., has been director of the CDC since 4
March 1972. He has 10 years experience in the Canadian Penitentiary Service and appears
strongly oriented to the rehabilitative aspects of program development. He was a member
of the Regional Committee which proposed the new program subsequently approved by
the Commissioner and described in outline at the beginning of this report. This explains
the natural emphasis he has apparently placed as a director in providing program
development momentum.
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(19)

The Director is aware of the general needs of security at the CDC. According to his
testimony, the modifications to security deemed essential to the introduction of the new
program were planned to keep pace with the latter. In the Fall of 1972, he submitted his
development plan and priorities to the Commissioner's Office in Ottawa. According to
some testimony there were delays in receiving an acknowledgement and commitment to
his proposals and H hastenere were sent. The Regional Headquarters is reported to have
attempted to transfer more of the former type of inmates to his institution, a step which
would have further set back the new program. This move was rolled back but higher
authorities were allegedly slow to implement his requirements in line with the principles
agreed to by the Commissioner.

(20)

The Director apparently opted for temporary expedients to get started with the transition
phase leading to the new program. Any change involves risks. The difficult task of the
director of such an institution is to accurately calculate the risks inherent to changes. It
seems to the Commission that the Director did not fully succeed at this. Several risks he
took were poorly calculated and others were unsuspected. This is perhaps the Director's
most serious shortcoming in relation to the various conditions which facilitated directly
or indirectly, the 13 May 1973 escape. In his drive to launch the new program, he either
failed to assess the hazards of proceeding ahead without his preconditions having been
met or he chose to overlook several of these problems and accept the risks. In the
Commission's view, the net result was that the Director allowed a widening gap to occur
in the CDC's state of security due to a number of factors:
(a)

A shortage of five correctional officers below his authorized establishment level, thus
insufficient personnel to man the towers properly. To accept poor perimeter security
at a time when relaxations of internal static security were being introduced directly
violated a fundamental premise of the new program: only a strong perimeter security
coupled with dynamic security internally would permit relaxations of internal
static security.

(b)

His staff change-over to Living Unit officers had not yet begun therefore weakened
internal static security was not offset by the dynamic security required.

(c)

Although he held weekly meetings with correctional officers, he apparently did not
win their willing support for the coming program. Resistance to the innovations was
such that it appears to the Commission that several correctional officers carried out
their assignments in a grudging manner. This, combined with what appears to be
low morale amongst correctional officers, was a sufficiently serious constraint on
his program implementation plans that to proceed despite this resistance was to court
serious problems.

(d) The inmate population had not yet been screened to fit the profile required for the
new program. To the Commission's view, it contained a large proportion of hard,
long-sentence, escape-prone inmates who would subscribe willingly to any innovation
making their chances of escape easier.
(e)

Physical facilities had not yet been modified to fit the proposed security norms of
the new program. Several modifications recommended by previous escape enquiry
commissions such as improvements to the perimeter had not yet started.

(f)

Standing Orders of the CDC have become so out-of-date that despite the existence
of a variety of supplementary directives, the Commission found it difficult to
determine just what the current CDC policy was on some security matters. The
Commission notes that the Standing Orders still bore the signature of the previous
director. There is no doubt that the introduction of the new program will cause
major changes to standing orders, but the degree of confusion now caused by this
condition is a sign of poor administration. Worst of all, it leaves the correctional
staff with unclear or conflicting orders thereby encouraging them to interpret their
duties by their own lights. This Commission notes that the Director did not agree
with similar criticisms raised by the Landry Report on the 21 August 1972 escape.
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In his appearance before this Commission, the Director still does not seem to
appreciate the fundamental importance to an institution of having up-to-date
standing orders to provide clear orders and policy understood by everyone
comprising that organization. Failure to set this matter right immediately would
constitute a gross management and leadership error.

(g) There was some testimony criticizing the staff training program. Weekly meetings to
discuss various topics are not enough. Despite observations made by the Landry
report, no effective weapon training is being conducted. No structured unit
refresher training is evident and one instructor employed at the CDC for two years
had not received any formal induction training at a correctional staff college.
Although not directly related to the CDC nor to the 13 May escape, this Commission
learned while visiting the Correctional Staff College at Laval, that a sudden demand
for extra correctional officers throughout the Service has caused recruit courses
to end prematurely in order to get those recruits out to short-handed institutions.
Notwithstanding these Service-wide constraints, the CDC is judged to still have an
inadequate training program.

(21)

The Director's shortcomings appear mainly attributable to a lack of experience and a lack
of training in the broader fields of leadership and management commensurate with the
degree of experience this Commission feels should be found in the director of a maximum
security institution. It seems, however, that the Penitentiary Service itself must be more
closely examined to determine to what degree, if any, the Service has a responsibility
in this matter. The Director claims that delays in resolving many of the administrative
matters needed to introduce the program at the CDC were beginning to adversely affect
his credibility with his staff and his inmates.

(22)

The Director impressed the Commission as a hard working well-intentioned director
whose personal bent is in the field of program development. His interest in security
aspects appears to have been too cursory, however, and the general condition of the CDC
leaves much to be desired in the way of sound management. A part of that is alleged to be
attributable to a sluggish administrative machinery at the Regional and National
Headquarters levels, but a part must be ascribed to the Director who seems to lack
administrative experience. He has not succeeded in coordinating the activities of the
various assistant directors at the CDC. While the quality of his staff appears to vary in
age, experience, training, and motivation on a scale ranging from poor to good, and that
service conditions do not appear to favour the application of effective disciplinary
sanctions, he has not succeeded in the difficult art of leadership: that is to say, to get
subordinates to willingly do what needs to be done to achieve the aims and goals set for
the CDC.

(23)

The Director's task is a difficult one under the pressures which apparently weighed upon
the Director. Add to this an inmate population with proven talents at escaping from a
variety of institutions and time and motivation to analyse and exploit weaknesses in the
CDC's security. The Commission's conclusion is that the Director's responsibility is partly
diluted in the broad chain of conditions which combined to facilitate this escape.

(24)

The Commission finds that the 13 May 1973 escape was e ff ected in part with the
collusion or assistance of one or more outside confederates (unidentified) be it an inmate
of the Leclerc Institution who would have allegedly provided the hacksaw blades and file
or the outsider who provided the get-away car. The Commission has not concerned
itself with the many persons who subsequently assisted the escapees to remain at large
until their eventual re-capture. From its inquiry, the Commission is satisfied that this
escape was NOT effected with the collusion or assistance of any personnel or employees
of the Canadian Penitentiary Service.
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b.

DEFICIENCIES IN STATIC OR PHYSICAL SECURITY FEATURES
GENERAL
(1)

Deficiencies in such features enumerated below did not play a predominant 'part in this
particular escape; most physical security safeguards can be overcome if they are not
properly backed up by an efficient guard force. Other deficiencies came to the
Commission's attention which warrant consideration as they present weaknesses which
could feature in other escape plans (and indeed featured, in some cases in previous
escapes at the CDC).

FEEDING FACILITIES
(2)

At present, inmate meals are brought to the CDC from Leclerc Institution on special food
carts. This has been a means of entering contraband on one known occasion and is
strongly suspected as a possible means of entering the saw blades and the file used in this
escape.
(a) Consideration should be given to expanding existing CDC kitchen facilities to provide
inmate meals;
(b) the food carts can still be used but instead of large stainless steel food containers,
glass or plastic containers should be used and checked through a portable metal
detector.

BAR INSPECTIONS
(3)

The traditional sys-tem of checking steel bars and screens with a hammer or rubber mallet
and relying on the human ear discerning a difference in sound where a part of these
security devices has been sawed, is considered unreliable by this Commission. It is likely
that metallurgical technology, particularly in the field of non-destructive testing, can
provide an appropriate testing instrument. The Penitentiary Service might enlist the
talents of either the National Research Council or the Defence Research Board in the
search for related instruments in industry and in their adaptation to Penitentiary Service
requirements.

TOOL CONTROL
(4)

Tool control at the CDC is generally good. While a "shadow board" is not suitable for
visual verification of smaller tools such as the chasing-chisel recovered after this escape,
a wooden block grooved or drilled to hold a variety of small tools in a drawer, might be
used to facilitate visual checks by the instructor.

CELL BLOCK BUILDING "SHELLS"
(5)

The security concept of the CDC was in part premised on reinforced/prestressed concrete
cell blocks and corridors augmented by barred grills providing a fully secure inner core.
This core was surrounded by a thin building "shell" designed merely to protect against
the elements. The inner core was successfully breached in two escapes (1969 and 1973)
but the provision of an armed correctional officer on the mezzanine of the cell blocks
whenever inmates are in the row plus the manning of towers 1, 2, 3, and the new tower
recommended should adequately meet the requirement without necessitating prohibitively expensive modifications to the exterior shell of these buildings.

ALARM SYSTEM DEFICIENCY
(6)

From the moment the five inmates were discovered missing from the row to the moment
when correctional officers left the CDC in pursuit approximately 25 minutes went by.
This response time is as fast as is reasonable given the present procedures and alarm
equipment at the CDC but is judged too long in the Commission's view if inmates
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succeeding in leaving an institution are to be re-captured in the immediate area. No siren
is available at the CDC; sounding an alarm during the 13 May 1973 escape involved a
series of telephone calls and conversations from the cell block to the rotunda to the front
control room to the police, mobile patrol, etc... Consideration should be given to a
siren-sounding system whereby:
(a)

A signal would confirm that a serious incident is apprehended or is in progress. This
should cause an automatic response on the part of all personnel in hearing distance
and be communicated to the complex's mobile patrol and the Laval Police.

(b) Although emergency steps which can be taken on the sounding of a siren are limited
until certain basic information can be obtained and disseminated, such a signal
would immediately place all personnel, the towers, the mobile patrol and the police
on full vigilance. This in itself may result in the early sighting of inmates escaping
or even as a deterrent to continuing the escape or possibly a disturbance in progress.

CLIMBING AIDS
(7)

The wooden tool box used along with other objects to scale the wall had apparently
always been located near the inner face of the perimeter wall at the recreation yard
entrance. It had rested on four cement blocks but had never been anchored to the ground
or wall to prevent its removal. The wooden bench used as a climbing aid had formerly
been located in an inner exercise court where its metal tubing legs had been anchored
securely in the asphalt; in the weeks prior to the escape, it was left unanchored in front of
the greenhouse while the exercise court was being torn up in the construction of new
fa,cilities. Both of these objects were still unanchored when the Commission visited the
CDC on 23 May 1973. Many additional objects connected with the construction in
progress were left lying about also. The Commission appreciates that on the day of our
first visit the towers were manned and the inmates were no longer eating in the row of the
cell blocks, however, the presence of these objects useful as climbing aids constitute an

unnecessary security hazard.

GREENHOUSE
(8)

The Commission cannot appreciate the purpose of having a greenhouse in an ultramaximum institution such as the CDC. Unlike all other buildings within the compound
its glass exterior offers no security whatever against intrusion; it contains objects useful
as escape climbing aids; and its presence is one more obstruction to the tower 3
correctional officer's view of the compound.

TOWERS
(9)

(a) The long-standing assumption that when inmates are in the cell block towers need
not be manned was proven wrong in two escapes. Tower 1 is always manned and
tower 4 need only be manned when inmates are in the recreation yard; towers 2, 3,
and the additional tower proposed should be manned 24 hours a day. This

recommendation is deemed essential in light of the CDC's special security
classification and is consistent with the concept of having strong perimeter security
to support dynamic security inside.
(b) Towers 1 and 4 are higher than towers 2 and 3, but tower 1 is neither sufficiently
high nor at the proper location to enable the correctional officer manning it to
observe into the inner compound. Tower 4 is needed only when inmates are in the
recreation yard.
(c) Towers 2 and 3 are at the south and north corners of the compound perimeter wall
respectively. Neither is sufficiently high to be able to see the entire compound
perimeter because of the buildings inside. These towers should be raised sufficiently
to clearly see the top of the entire perimeter wall.
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(d) An additional tower should be constructed at the west corner of the perimeter wall
at the junction with the recreation yard double chain-link fence. This area is not
sufficiently covered by existing towers. Such a tower was also recommended in the
Bisson and Landry reports.
(e)

Because of armed attacks on the CDC on two occasions, more protection is required
in towers:
(i)

All towers should have 360 0 bullet-proof glass.

(ii)

Towers 2, 3, and the new tower proposed should be provided with some form of
shielding or armour-plating.

PERIMETER WALL

(10) The perimeter wall is 20 feet high. At this height and in the absence of a correctional
officer in tower 3, the wall was easily scaled using improvised climbing aids. While
manning the towers greatly reduces the chance of an inmate scaling the wall undetected,
it does not entirely eliminate the possibility; tower guards are required to observe 360°
inmates can profit from the moments a correctional officer's attention is drawnand
away. To make scaling more difficult consideration should be given to raising the height
of the wall to 30 feet. Whether or not the height of the wall is raised, the top should be
improved by the addition of Berka wire.
RECREATION YARD

(11)

It is understood that approval has been given to re-locating the recreation yard from its
present northwest location to the southwest side of the CDC. The present perimeter is a
double chain-link fence. Previous escape enquiry commissions and the SCU Study Group
Report of 1972 recommends erecting a solid wall instead of the chain-link fences. This
Commission whole-heartedly supports this recommendation. Chain-link fences, double or
otherwise, are not consistent with the special maximum security requirements at the
CDC nor with the fundamental principle of strong perimeter security.

(12) Should there be any delay in implementing the decision to re-locate the recreation yard
and erect a solid perimeter wall, the security of the present recreation yard's chain-link
double fence should be improved as follows:
(a)

maintain a mobile patrol in the immediate area when inmates are in the yard.

(b)

maintain a clear zone on both sides and in between the fences to provide an
unobstructed view of the fence line and the ground adjacent thereto. The clear zone
must continue to be kept clear of weeds, rubbish, or other material capable of
offering concealment or assistance to an intruder or escapee attempting to breach
the barrier. This practice is currently followed by the CDC.

(c)

consider placing a layer of light-coloured gravel in between the fences and painting
the last thirty feet of the inner yard face of the perimeter wall white (at the west
junction of the wall and fences) to provide a high contrast for the benefit of the
correctional officer in tower 4.

TERRAIN SURROUNDING THE CDC

(13)

A number of institutions are grouped on the property belonging to the Penitentiary
Service at ex-St. Vincent de Paul, now Laval, Quebec. The CDC is at the north end of this
complex. Highway 25, a major highway, passes within a quarter mile north of the CDC,
while a secondary road, La Montée St-François, passes within a 100 yards east of the
CDC. Proximity to these roads contributes to the security problems at the CDC. Inmates
bent on escape count on using Highway 25 to enter Montreal rapidly. La Montée
St-François is used by the public although it dissects the Penitentiary Service complex
from Lévesque Blvd at the south to Highway 25 at the north. A year ago, two armed
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occupants in a car engaged the CDC towers and a Laval police car in a gun battle while
inmates were in the recreation yard. This incident is believed to have been intended to
free inmates from the CDC.
The Commission has examined the area surrounding the CDC and has consulted both
penitentiary authorities and the Laval police. The following recommendations are made:
(a) Property Fence. A fence should be erected on the property perimeter around the
entire complex to clearly delineate Penitentiary Service property and deter ordinary
trespassing. Seven-foot high chain-link and barbed-wire top guard fencing may be
used in conjunction with appropriate signs in both official languages, placed at every
one hundred yards to warn against trespass. It is understood by the Commission
that such a property line fence is being considered by penitentiary authorities. Such
a fence will not deter criminals trying to enter penitentiary property to assist
inmates in escapes nor do more than slow down inmates attempting to escape.
Higher and/or more elaborate fencing is not justified because any fence can be
breached or climbed given enough time; the property line fence could not be
patrolled effectively to overcome this reality.
(b) Property Fence Gates Montée St-François. At either end of the Montée St-François
control gates are recommended and, the Commission understands, are being erected
to control traffic into the complex. Features should include:
—

(i)

a guard house manned by at least two correctional officers, on a 24-hour a day
basis;

(ii) correctional officers to carry sidearms and have rifles available inside;
(iii) telephone and radio communications;
(iv) security illumination over the road approaches to the gate;
(v) the gate itself need only be a cantilevered pole, but to prevent a vehicle crashing
the barrier at high speed it is recommended that the road surface on the
approaches from either side be constructed with pronounced ridges or
corrugations limiting drive-over speed to approximately 5 m.p.h. An alternative
would be to construct sharp "S" curves immediately before and after the gate.
(c)

Terrain Leveling and Bush Clearance. A stream-bed ravine passes close to the CDC on
the South and West sides. Woods and bushes cover that area and come as close as
100 yards from the CDC on its West flank. These terrain features provided cover to
the inmates who escaped from the CDC on 21 August 1972 and correction of the
problem was recommended by the Landry Report. This Commission most strongly
recommends:

(i)

removing all trees and bushes in the vicinity of the CDC and negociating such
removal with the owners of adjoining property, if necessary;

(ii) grading the ravine's flanks in such a way as to permit full observation into the
ravine from CDC towers.

c.

OPERATIONAL CONTROL DEFICIENCIES

A fundamental problem detected by the Commission at the CDC was poor operational control
exercised by the Director and supervisors at all levels in the CDC. This is mainly due to allowing
standing orders and directives to become "dated" as they developped the new program. This
condition was further deteriorated by failure to check that important orders or directives were
followed-up. The following recommendations are made:
(1)

Standing orders, directives, emergency plans, and any such documents require that
correctional staff responsible for their application be fully conversant with their
provisions and must therefore be kept up-to-date. Such orders, if allowed to lapse, not
only become meaningless but condition personnel to ignore orders in general or interpret
them to their liking. In addition to keeping such documents up-to-date, personnel
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required to act on them must be made to read them with any misunderstanding clarified
by the supervisor and a record kept of this formal briefing. This is particularly essential
when staff first arrive at an institution or return after absences.
(2)

The Penitentiary Service should consider adopting a system of "staff checks" whereby
the general administration and management of service establishments can be verified
periodically but not less than once a year by the next senior level in the chain of
command. For example, the region headquarters should inspect each of its institutions
at least once a year by sending senior staff officers in each function to assess institutional
performance in all pertinent areas covered by directives. National headquarters should
in turn do likewise inspecting each regional headquarters.

(3)

Written reports should be submitted after the staff visit to provide a record on which to
plan and follow-up needed improvements.

(4)

Parallel to this formal staff inspection system, supervisors at all levels must be conscious
of the need to check that subordinates clearly understand important directives and orders
and that these are in fact followed or applied. Failure to carry out directives or orders
which constitute a serious breach of discipline must be dealt with promptly consistent
with the circumstances and Penitentiary Service policy. Failure to do so by supervisors
seriously erodes the entire Penitentiary System program.
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SUMMARY

This preliminary report will satisfactorily answer all of the questions raised in the Commission's
mandate at sub-paragraphs (a) to (g). Sub-paragraph (h) is answered insofar as the CDC is concerned, but
recommendations regarding other institutions of the Canadian Penitentiary Service will likely arise during
the subsequent phases of this inquiry. Sub-paragraph (i) will also be answered in the later phases.
No single deficiency accounts for the escape of 13 May 1973 from the CDC. The Commission has
traced a number of deficiencies in personnel, physical facilities and management which èontributed
directly or indirectly and to varying degrees. The Commission has also commented on a few matters which
do not bear directly on this escape but which it feels should be corrected lest they contribute to conditions
which might be exploited in a future escape. In summary:
(a)

Deficiencies in performance by personnel were the major factor exploited in this escape.

(b)

Deficiencies in physical facilities were largely secondary.

(c)

Penitentiary Service conditions may have had a bearing on the broader context within which
the CDC operates, but the Commission underlines that the major deficiencies leading to this
escape are attributable mainly to internal CDC problems.

(d)

The new program itself had not yet begun and is not to blame for this escape. Some of the
innovations introduced in the transition phase had a serious impact on security but practical
security adjus-tments could have been made to offset any such risks.

It is recognized that inmates bent on escaping spend much time and effort studying weaknesses in an
institution's security. In a sound institution, their efforts are seldom rewarded; in the CDC they were. At
any of several stages, the 13 May escape could have been uncovered and thwarted by a vigilant and
conscientious institution officer be it in the search of incoming contraband, the search of cells, security
inspections of bars, the proper observation of inmates in the row, or prompt action in reporting and
checking short counts, to mention a few. This specific escape could not have succeeded but for the
serious gaps left by senior officers in security planning and supervision, most notably the failure to place
a guard on the cell block mezzanine and to man the towers at noon.
It is almost axiomatic that to successfully escape from an ultra-maximum institution, inmates would
need an inordinate amount of skill, daring and good fortune. Such qualities were hardly needed in the 13
May 1973 escape principally because the CDC's general state of security had deteriorated to a point which
no longer rated the confidence reasonably expected of such a special institution.
The above is respectfully submitted.

(Signed)
J. Ducros, J.S.C., Chairman

(S igned)
Lieutenant-Colonel A.D. Gauthier,
Commissioner

(Signed)
P. Jutras, Commissioner
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ANNEX A
Aerial photograph of the CDC
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ANNEX B
Diagram of the escape route
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c..1

1. Bar sawed (Wing 4A).
2. Hole cut in Wing 4B outer "shell".

3. Normal location of wooden tool box.
4. Temporary location of wooden bench.
5. Desk taken from greenhouse office.
6. Climbing aids stacked against wall.
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